A French dip sandwich includes a cup of __ __
Katz’ Deli was in the movie When __ Met Sally
Salami is a cured sausage that comes from __
Foie gras, a French delicacy, is made from duck or goose __
A __ salad can have a mayonnaise or vinaigrette dressing
Chicken or tuna __ can be eaten on its own or in a sandwich
Fortnum & Mason, a famous London deli, is __ hundreds years old
Some upscale delis may carry fish eggs, aka __
Some delis may roast their own __ beans for the perfect cup of joe
__ food meets Jewish dietary laws and standards
__ ball soup contains a traditional Jewish dumpling
Black and green __ can be stuffed or marinated to be snacked on
A grilled Italian sandwich is called a __
__ salad is a popular picnic food
__ sandwich: Sauerkraut, corned beef, cheese and Russian dressing
Baloney or __, it’s the same thing
Provolone, cheddar, havarti, and mozzarella are all __
__ cheese sandwiches aren’t just for kids
Cucumbers and eggs can be __ in brine and sold
A traditional Mexican food, fresh made __ can be found in some delis
A deli that offers __ will help make your entertaining easy
You can buy ham, turkey or other __ by the slice or by weight
__ is a popular deli meat brought to the U.S. by Jewish immigrants
Some delis will make you a __ to order, mustard or mayo?
David __ has featured Hello Deli on his Late Show several times
__ is often associated with St. Patrick’s Day in the U.S.
A German deli might offer this favorite cabbage dish
Deli is the short form of the word __